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An analysis of the different philosophic and scientific visions of Henri Poincare´ and Federigo
Enriques relative to qualitative analysis provides us with a complex and interesting image of
the ‘‘essential tension’’ between ‘‘tradition’’ and ‘‘innovation’’ within the history of science.
In accordance with his scientific paradigm, Poincare´ viewed qualitative analysis as a means
for preserving the nucleus of the classical reductionist program, even though it meant ‘‘bending
the rules’’ somewhat. To Enriques’s mind, qualitative analysis represented the affirmation of
a synthetic, geometrical vision that would supplant the analytical/quantitative conception
characteristic of 19th-century mathematics and mathematical physics. Here, we examine the
two different answers given at the turn of the century to the question of the relationship
between geometry and analysis and between mathematics, on the one hand, and mechanics
and physics, on the other.  1998 Academic Press
Un’analisi delle diverse posizioni filosofiche e scientifiche di Henri Poincare´ e Federigo
Enriques nei riguardi dell’analisi qualitativa fornisce un’immagine complessa e interessante
della ‘‘tensione essenziale’’ tra ‘‘tradizione’’ e ‘‘innovazione’’ nell’ambito della storia della
scienza. In linea con il proprio paradigma scientifico, Poincare´ vedeva nell’analisi qualitativa
un mezzo per preservare il nucleo del programma riduzionista calssico, anche se cio comportava
una lieve ‘‘distorsione delle regole’’. Nella mente di Enriques, l’analisi qualitativa rappresen-
tava l’affermazione di un punto di vista sintetico e geometrico che avrebbe soppiantato la
concezione analitico-quantitativa caratteristica della matematica e della fisica matematica del
198 secolo. Il nostro scopo principale e` di esaminare due diverse risposte date a cavallo del
secolo alla questione dei rapporti tra geometria e analisi e tra matematica da un lato e
meccanica e fisica dall’altro.  1998 Academic Press
AMS subject classification: 01A55.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The extensive development of the qualitative theory of dynamical systems, from
the 1950s up to the most recent research into the phenomenon of so-called ‘‘deter-
ministic chaos,’’1 has focused interest on an historical problem of great interest.
Why did the early developments of these theories, which in the last twenty years
of the 19th century were developed by Henri Poincare´, Aleksandr Lyapunov, and
* This research was supported by C.N.R. Grant 93.00860.CT01. Some of the themes of this article
were briefly discussed in a preliminary form in [47].
1 The impact of these developments is discussed in [48; 49; 52].
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others, fall into almost total oblivion (except for the research done by George D.
Birkhoff, Eberhard Hopf, Baltasar L. Van der Pol,2 and several others)? Here, we
argue that the acceptance of Poincare´’s extremely innovative ideas was hindered
by their ‘‘conservative’’ wrappings. During a period in which classical physico-
mathematics, determinism, and the mathematical differential representation of
physical phenomena seemed to be heading towards an irreversible crisis, that partic-
ular kind of research, which was closely bound up with a traditional interpretation
and description of the phenomena, appeared to be of very little interest relative to
the dominant trends in the scientific community.3 As we shall see later in more detail,
Poincare´ acknowledged the need for a ‘‘global’’ theory of differential equations that
would exhibit the qualitative features of the solutions. Yet, while extensively using
geometric methods (i.e., regarding the solutions of a system of differential equations
as curves, or trajectories, of the phase space), Poincare´ did not abandon the tradi-
tional quantitative analysis of the solutions. Thus, the innovative aspect of Poincare´’s
research fell victim to the highly traditional way in which it was presented; its
presentation did not make it particularly attractive in light of then prevailing trends.
How could one characterize Poincare´’s attitude in the context of the ‘‘essential
tension’’ (in the sense of [57]) between tradition and innovation? If it is true that
scientists share ‘‘a deep commitment to a particular way of viewing the world and
of practising science in it’’ and if ‘‘the unanimity with which the professional group
subscribes to it provides the individual scientist with an immensely sensitive detector
of the trouble spots from which significant innovations of fact and theory are almost
inevitably educed’’ [56, 349], then ‘‘the productive scientist must be a traditionalist
who enjoys playing intricate games by preestablished rules in order to be a successful
innovator who discovers new rules and new pieces with which to play them’’ [57,
237]. This is, in fact, the case of Poincare´: he was a traditionalist who, playing the
games of classical mathematical analysis, appeared to be a successful innovator.
Moreover, from the perspective of his subjective attitude, it is clear that Poincare´
systematically minimized the innovative aspects of his theories and never accepted
the idea that he was playing with really ‘‘new’’ rules and ‘‘new’’ pieces. The impor-
tance of the conservative side appears even more clearly from the perspective of
a less subjective aspect of the dynamics of the ‘‘essential tension,’’ namely, the
historical process of the acceptance of Poincare´’s qualitative analysis. One of the
principal arguments put forward in this paper strongly emphasizes the connection
between tradition and innovation stated in the above quotation: it is not possible
to explain the innovative nature of Poincare´’s qualitative analysis without consider-
ation of the conservative nature of his research program. In other words, what
characterizes Poincare´’s viewpoint in a traditional sense and what lay at the root
of the nonacceptance of his methods in his own day is precisely what constitutes
his modernity today.
Since we wish to contribute not only to the analysis of various interesting, histori-
2 Van der Pol’s contribution is studied in [50; 53; 54].
3 An episode which bears witness to this is described in [42].
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cal aspects of ‘‘essential tension’’ but also to the history of the origins of qualitative
analysis, our study is neither limited to nor principally about Poincare´’s viewpoint4
Another approach to qualitative analysis was developed a few years after Poincare´’s
by the Italian mathematician and philosopher, Federigo Enriques. Although En-
riques’s approach is diametrically opposed to Poincare´’s almost point by point, it
is not our intention to trace out a comparison between the thought of the two men;
a ‘‘comparative’’ approach has a completely arbitrary character in the history of
science. Instead, our main purpose is to examine two different answers given at
the turn of the century to the question of the relationship between geometry and
analysis and to the question of the relationship between mathematics, on the one
hand, and mechanics and physics, on the other. These questions and their answers
point to two possible lines of development for qualitative analysis.
Enriques’s program for qualitative analysis is almost completely forgotten today.
This is not by chance. Poincare´’s and not Enriques’s was the winning paradigm,
both in terms of present-day research within the field of applied mathematics
and relative to modern understanding of the relationships between analysis and
geometry operating within it. Nevertheless, from an historical point of view, exactly
the same mechanism was at work in Enriques’s case as in Poincare´’s. What character-
ized Enriques’s viewpoint in a traditional sense and what led to its sterility are
precisely the roots of its modernity today. Ironically, the most ‘‘modern’’ aspects
of his thought in the context of the prevailing trends of his time, turned out to be
totally transient. We will see that it was precisely Enriques’s greater open-mind-
edness towards modern physics (compared with Poincare´’s more distrustful attitude)
that lay at the root of the weakness of his point of view concerning the relationship
between analysis and geometry. On the other hand, some forgotten aspects of his
thought, such as his criticism of mechanism and his reappraisal of the role of
metaphysics and models, appear to be unexpectedly modern today.
An analysis of the scientific visions of Poincare´ and Enriques thus provides us
with a complex and interesting image of ‘‘essential tension’’ within the history of
science.5 We begin with a discussion of various aspects of Poincare´’s concepts,
bearing in mind that we will devote far more space to Enriques, since his work is
not quite so generally well known. In Sections 4 and 5, we come back to some
other aspects of Poincare´’s thought.
2. POINCARE´ AND QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
Although considerable attention has been drawn to the work of Poincare´, it is
nevertheless apparent that the tensions between tradition and innovation in it have
received relatively little detailed examination. Opposing points of view are rife.
Some view Poincare´ as an innovator, even a ‘‘revolutionary.’’6 For them, his qualita-
4 For more on Poincare´ and the origins and development of qualitative analysis, see [2; 3; 4; 16; 17;
18; 34; 35].
5 This expression must not be taken as a programmatical adhesion to a ‘‘history of ideas’’ approach.
6 See, for instance, (in the context of quite different approaches) [19; 20].
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tive analysis represents a break with the classical framework and actually brings
about a crisis in classical Laplacian determinism. Others see Poincare´ as the very
model of the ‘‘classical’’ and traditional scientist.7 There is an element of truth in
both points of view; for every example of an innovative characteristic of Poincare´’s
work, there is an example bearing witness to his conservatism. Is it possible to
reconcile these two viewpoints? That is precisely what we hope to do within the
framework of qualitative analysis, but we must first examine Poincare´’s attitude
toward the objective nature of probability and the role of determinism.8
In the introduction to his book, Calcul des probabilite´s [83], Poincare´ recalled
how the ancients distinguished between events subject to regular laws and random
events. While chance was of objective value to the ancients, Poincare´ argued that
‘‘this conception is no longer ours; we have become absolute determinists, and
those who wish to retain the right of human free will allow, at the very least,
determinism to rule unchecked in the inorganic world’’ [83, 2]. In evident and subtly
controversial criticism of the strict determinism of Laplace, however, Poincare´
remarked that ‘‘[e]very phenomenon, no matter how insignificant, has a cause, and
an infinitely powerful spirit, infinitely well informed about the laws of nature, would
have been able to foresee it from the beginning of the ages. . . . For [that spirit], in
effect, the word chance would not have meaning, or rather there would be no
chance. . . . Chance is but the measure of our ignorance. . . . But is this definition
really satisfactory?’’ [83, 2–3].
Poincare´’s position on this subject is very different from, and much less rigid
than that of a strict follower of Laplacian determinism such as Paul Painleve´.9
For Poincare´:
Il faut bien que le hasard soit autre chose que le nom que nous donnons a` notre ignorance,
que parmi les phe´nome`nes dont nous ignorons les causes, nous devions distinguer les phe´no-
me`nes fortuits sur lesquels le calcul des probabilite´s nous renseignera provisoirement, et ceux
qui ne sont pas fortuits et sur lesquels nous ne pouvons rien dire, tant que nous n’aurons pas
de´termine´ les lois qui les re´gissent. Et pour les phe´nome`nes fortuits eux-meˆmes, il est clair
que les renseignements que nous fournit le calcul des probabilite´s ne cesseront pas d’eˆtre vrais
le jour ou` ces phe´nome`nes seront mieux connus. [83, 3]
Following this discussion of chance, Poincare´ proceeded to an interesting analysis
of the phenomenon of ‘‘sensitivity toward initial conditions,’’ which is at the root
of what we today call ‘‘chaotic systems.’’ Specifically, he identified the situations
in which prediction is impossible with those in which the phenomenon must be
considered fortuitous:
Une cause tre`s petite, qui nous e´chappe, de´termine un effet conside´rable que nous ne pouvons
pas ne pas voir, et alors nous disons que cet effet est duˆ au hasard. Si nous connaissions
7 See, for instance, [55] where Poincare´ is included in the group of the scientists ‘‘deploring’’ the new
trends of mathematics.
8 This is specifically linked to our argument, since the question of the relationship between probability
and determinism relates to the role of the theory of differential equations in the mathematical representa-
tion of phenomena. On this subject, see [45].
9 Concerning Painleve´’s views on determinism, see [45].
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exactement les lois de la nature et la situation de l’univers a` l’instant initial, nous pourrions
pre´dire exactement la situation de ce meˆme univers a` un instant ulte´rieur. Mais lors meˆme
que les lois naturelles n’auraient plus de secret pour nous, nous ne pourrions connaıˆtre la
situation qu’approximativement. Si cela nous permet de pre´voir la situation ulte´rieure avec la
meˆme approximation, c’est tout ce qu’il nous faut, nous disons que le phe´nome`ne a e´te´ pre´vu,
qu’il est re´gi par des lois; mais il n’en est pas toujours ainsi, il peut arriver que des petites
diffe´rences dans les conditions initiales en engendrent de tre`s grandes dans les phe´nome`nes
finaux; une petite erreur sur les premie`res produirait une erreur e´norme sur les derniers. La
pre´diction devient impossible et nous avons le phe´nome`ne fortuit. [83, 4–5]10
This reasoning demonstrated evident confusion between the ontological and pre-
dictive levels—an attitude which is quite characteristic of the neopositivistic ap-
proach.11 Moreover, the ‘‘modernity’’ in the passage vanished as Poincare´ went on
to discuss the objective quality of chance. He wondered:
Le hasard, e´tant ainsi de´fini dans la mesure ou` il peut l’eˆtre, a-t-il un caracte`re objectif? On
peut se le demander. J’ai parle´ de causes tre`s petites ou tre`s complexes. Mais ce qui est tre`s
petit pour l’un ne peut-il eˆtre grand pour l’autre, et ce qui semble tre`s complexe a` l’un ne
peut-il paraıˆtre simple a` l’autre? J’ai de´ja` re´pondu en partie, puisque j’ai dit plus haut, d’une
fac¸on pre´cise, dans quel cas des e´quations diffe´rentielles deviennent trop simples pour que les
lois du hasard restent applicables. Mais il convient d’examiner la chose d’un peu plus pre`s,
car on peut se placer encore a` d’autres points de vue. [83, 16]
At this point, so as not to concede too much to the thesis that chance has objective
characteristics, Poincare´ introduced a vague form of ‘‘relativism of objectivity.’’
Concerning the use of terms like ‘‘very small’’ or ‘‘very complex,’’ he observed that
an interval is very small when the probability is constant within its limits. Yet all
this is relative. Since the universe tends towards uniformity, the probability curve
tends to ‘‘smooth out’’ so that what is not very small today will be very small in a
few billion centuries. Probability thus has an objective nature, even if in a ‘‘rela-
tive’’ sense.
Compare now the utterly ‘‘modern’’ Poincare´ of this position with the Poincare´
who upheld the centrality of differential equations in the representation of phenom-
ena: ‘‘One no longer even asks whether the differential equations of dynamics must
be changed, but whether the laws of motion could still be expressed by differential
equations. This would be the most profound revolution natural philosophy would
have undergone since Newton’’ [82, 225]. This same Poincare´ also defended continu-
ist hypotheses to the bitter end against Planck’s quantum physics, asking rhetorically:
La discontinuite´ va-t-elle re´gner sur l’univers physique et son triomphe est-il de´finitif? ou
bien reconnaıˆtra-t-on que cette discontinuite´ n’est qu’apparente et dissimule une se´rie de
processus continus? Le premier qui a vu un choc a cru observer un phe´nome`ne discontinu, et
nous savons aujourd’hui qu’il n’a vu que l’effet de changements de vitesse tre`s rapides, mais
10 Immediately afterwards [83, 5–6), Poincare´ introduced an example of sensitivity towards the initial
conditions taken from meteorology, thus anticipating in a surprising way the central themes of the
models of Lorenz’s deterministic chaos, which were elaborated in the 1960s [62; 63].
11 As examples of this neopositivistic approach (which is widespread), see, for instance, [16; 87]. A
criticism of this point of view is developed in [49; 53].
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continus. Chercher de`s aujourd’hui a` donner un avis sur ces questions, ce serait perdre son
encre. [82, 232]
And this same Poincare´ forcefully invoked Fourier’s paradigm:
La the´orie de la chaleur de Fourier est un des premiers exemples d’application de l’analyse a`
la physique; en partant d’hypothe`ses simples qui ne sont autre chose que des faits expe´rimentaux
ge´ne´ralise´s, Fourier en a de´duit une se´rie de conse´quences dont l’ensemble constitue une
the´orie comple`te et cohe´rente. Les re´sultats qu’il a obtenus sont certes inte´ressants par eux-
meˆmes, mais ce qui l’est plus encore c’est la me´thode qu’il a employe´e pour y parvenir et qui
servira toujours de mode`le a` tous ceux qui voudront cultiver une branche quelconque de la
physique mathe´matique. [80, 1]12
Poincare´’s stance here was diametrically opposed to the one Enriques would take,
as we shall see below.
How can these very different and apparently contradictory views of Poincare´ be
reconciled? The answer lies in an understanding of Poincare´’s paradigm. According
to Arthur Miller, ‘‘. . . in Poincare´’s view, it was permissible to multiply hypotheses
in order to save a theory that explained adequately a wide range of phenomena,
yet whose structure violated a part of classical mechanics. However, this procedure
was invalid if it was a matter of explaining a single piece of experimental data; on
this point Poincare´ was adamant, for, . . . he harshly criticized Lorentz for the
hypothesis of contraction—‘hypotheses are what we lack least’ ’’ [69, 44]. Poincare´
provided a very similar definition of his scientific paradigm in an article written
shortly before his death. As he put it, ‘‘[f ]ormer theories rest on a large number
of numerical coincidences that cannot be attributed to chance; we cannot separate
what they have united; we can no longer break the frameworks, we must try to
bend them; and they do not always lend themselves [to this]. . . . In the actual state
of science, we can only acknowledge these difficulties without resolving them’’
[84, 360]. Poincare´’s introduction of the qualitative viewpoint can be understood
effectively if examined in light of this fascinating idea that while ‘‘frameworks’’
cannot be broken, they should be ‘‘bent.’’
The qualitative viewpoint emerged in a series of memoirs Poincare´ published in
the 1880s concerning the geometrical representation of curves as solutions of an
ordinary differential equation [74–77].13 The problem that motivated Poincare´’s
research was linked to the difficulties involved in integrating ordinary differential
equations. This required new methods that permitted the study of the structure of
solutions, even in the case of nonintegrability, independently of the use of approxi-
mate numerical methods. The limitations imposed by the local approach, which is
characteristic of Cauchy’s viewpoint, also motivated Poincare´. In order to overcome
these difficulties, Poincare´ proposed to follow the behavior of solutions for all the
12 Through this characteristic of Poincare´’s scientific program, we once again return to the indirect
but highly significant (and as yet unpublished) proof that can be found in the reason for which Volterra
(and therefore a scientist who considered Poincare´ as a scientific model) proposed Poincare´ for the
Nobel Prize for Physics in 1909, 1910, and 1911 (see [42]).
13 Also fundamental to this theme is [78]. For a sense of technical details, see [4; 17; 34; 35].
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values of the real parameter on which they are defined and, at the same time, to
develop any such study in the real rather than in the complex field. This allowed
a geometrical representation of the solutions in a real parametric form. In the case
of an equation with two variables, the solution could thus be represented by a real
curve (described in parametric form) whose evolution could be followed on the
plane. When an ordinary differential equation was not integrable the exact form
of the curve could not be determined, and the problem became one of studying
the ‘‘geometrical characteristics’’ of the curve, a ‘‘qualitative’’ study.
Adopting the global viewpoint did not imply the total abandonment of attempts
at direct integration or, still less, recourse to numerical approximation. In fact, the
qualitative approach divided the analysis of solutions into two methods: the search
for new transcendents and qualitative analysis. Poincare´ understood both of these
viewpoints as extensions of classical methods, as is evident in his study of Fuchsian
functions and in the integration through algebraic and Abelian functions. However,
the classical method must be extended to include the qualitative method. Poincare´
did not see this as revolutionary. On the contrary, he justified it on the basis of
the classical paradigm which—in accordance with Fourier’s viewpoint—has the
numerical solution as its final goal. According to Poincare´:
L’e´tude comple`te d’une fonction comprend deux parties: 18 partie qualitative (pour ainsi dire),
ou e´tude ge´ome´trique de la courbe de´finie par la fonction; 28 partie quantitative, ou calcul
nume´rique des valeurs de la fonction.
Ainsi, par exemple, pour e´tudier une e´quation alge´brique, on commence par rechercher, a`
l’aide du the´ore`me de Sturm, quel est le nombre des racines re´elles: c’est la partie qualitative;
puis on calcule la valeur nume´rique de ces racines, ce qui constitue l’e´tude quantitative de
l’e´quation. De meˆme, pour e´tudier une courbe alge´brique, on commence par construire cette
courbe, comme on dit dans les cours de Mathe´matiques spe´ciales, c’est-a`-dire qu’on cherche
quelles sont les branches de courbe ferme´es, les branches infinies, etc. Apre`s cette e´tude
qualitative de la courbe, on peut en de´terminer exactement un certain nombre de points.
C’est naturellement par la partie qualitative qu’on doit aborder la the´orie de toute fonction
et c’est pourquoi le proble`me qui se pre´sente en premier lieu est le suivant: Construire les
courbes de´finies par des e´quations diffe´rentielles. [86, xxii; also 85]
Qualitative analysis thus applied to the classical problem, the numerical calculation
of the solution function; it did not diverge from the classical paradigm. In the
context of attempting to broaden the field of intervention of the classical approach,
Poincare´ encountered obstacles (linked to difficulty or impossibility in direct integra-
tion), which imposed a ‘‘distortion of the frames.’’ For him, however, it was crucial
that the relationship with previous analytical structure always be clearly defined.
Today, Poincare´’s ‘‘traditional’’ program is extremely up-to-date and is the object
of extensive research in the context of a new connection between qualitative analysis
and computer-aided numerical analysis. The most traditional aspects of Poincare´’s
work have thus emerged, in the long run, as the most innovative, and we have a
prime example of a ‘‘dynamic of deformation’’ of the classical paradigm sustained
by the firm intention to preserve its central core. In the shift toward a ‘‘geometrical–
qualitative’’ point of view, Poincare´ felt it necessary to specify the relationship with
the ‘‘old’’ viewpoint, with reference to the physico-mathematical model as defined
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by Fourier. Such a model, founded on the ‘‘general’’ analysis—‘‘special’’ analysis—
numerical calculation triad, remained a guiding star throughout the research.14
It should be noted that the process of ‘‘deformation’’ developed over the course
of Poincare´’s scientific production. Thus, in his Me´thodes nouvelles de la me´canique
ce´leste [79],15 while dealing with homoclinic solutions,16 he remarked that ‘‘one
would be struck by the complexity of this figure, which I do not even try to sketch.
Nothing is more appropriate to give us an idea of the complexity of the three body
problem and, in general, of all problems in dynamics where there is no uniform
integral and where the Bohlin series are divergent’’ [79, 389]. This constitutes a
reference point for those who wish to characterize Poincare´’s qualitative approach
as deliberately ‘‘revolutionary.’’ However, an observation that follows clearly dem-
onstrates that Poincare´’s conceptual framework really did not change at all, even
if he did not conceal the increasing difficulties posed by the strange phenomenology
of the equations of the three body problem. The complexity of the above-mentioned
geometrical configuration did not require a radical change in the analytical approach:
rather it necessitated the development of more complex research on new transcen-
dents17 in order to solve the problem: ‘‘This remark, once again, is such as to make
us understand all the complexity of the three body problem and [to make us
understand] how different are the transcendents we must imagine from those that
we know’’ [79, 391]. In the end, even if Poincare´’s approach was deliberately flexible
and even vague,18 nothing warrants concluding from statements such as these that
Poincare´ was an ante litteram antideterminist. On the contrary, his program must
be considered reductionist, albeit sui generis. It could be defined as a sort of ‘‘flexible
reductionism.’’
Once again, we underscore the fact that it was Poincare’s traditionalist attitude
itself (especially as far as his vision of mathematical analysis and its relationship
to physics is concerned) that allowed him to propose a profoundly innovative point
of view of the relationship between geometry and analysis. As noted above, the
14 ‘‘General’’ analysis represents the process for determining fundamental equations in physico-mathe-
matics, beginning with an empirical analysis of the fundamental properties of the phenomenon being
studied. ‘‘Special’’ analysis represents the analytical study of the solutions of the equations. Numerical
analysis represents the final, indispensable stage which allows new interaction with general analysis by
comparing the solutions with experimental reality (and the experimental method is fundamental in this
context). On this subject, see [41]. For an extensive study of Fourier’s work and views, see [36; 37].
15 On these themes, see [65].
16 See [2; 3].
17 On the search for transcendents, see [38; 39].
18 For instance, Enriques considered the above-quoted assertions of Poincare´ concerning the calculus
of probability as proof that he was a determinist, but he also observed that sometimes Poincare´ did not
seem a strong supporter of determinism. According to Enriques, ‘‘Le idee dei filosofi, che abbiamo
preso in esame, e il fatto che nonostante la diversa origine essi si accordino in una stessa limitazione
del determinismo, si spiegano osservando che questa limitazione consegue immancabilmente dalla
concezione positivistica o empiristica della scienza’’ [29, 68]. He also noted that: ‘‘E` nella logica del
positivismo che la rinunzia ad una rigorosa causalita` non significhi nulla piu` che l’impossibilita` di conferire
a tale ipotesi un senso positivo, raffinando oltre ogni limite le misure dei dati sperimentali e le previsioni
che vi si fondano’’ [29, 98].
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classical approach involved solving the problem in the complex field, and this
immediately acted as a barrier against the geometrical images and therefore against
intuition. Yet, even neglecting this aspect, consideration of the solutions as given
in Cartesian form and not as the set of parametrized coordinates of a geometrical
curve, was a further obstacle to geometrical intuition. The general point of view
prior to Poincare´’s work was founded on the idea of the existence of a correspon-
dence between differential equations and the space of configurations, and this
correspondence created a direct link between the interpretation of solutions and
physical space (the solutions of Newton’s equations, for example, were a direct
representation of the ‘‘real’’ trajectory of the motion of a body). However, this was
at the cost of a certain degree of difficulty in the intuitive representation of the
geometrical form of the solution. From Poincare´’s perspective, the central relation-
ship was between differential equations and phase space. Therefore, not only was
attention devoted to the search for the global properties of what is now referred
to as the dynamic system (or flow) linked to differential equations, but the properties
of the solutions were also studied in an abstract (phase) space which represents
the mechanical states and evolutionary trajectories of the system. In this way, a
relationship apparently more concrete and direct but not wholly intuitive at the
geometrical level was replaced by a much more abstract, indirect relationship that
was nevertheless immediately comprehensible on the level of geometrical intuition.
Through a process of abstraction, Poincare´ thus proposed a relationship between
mathematics and reality that was much more subtle and sophisticated but also much
more ‘‘natural,’’ since it provided a fairly well-defined framework for geometrical
intuition. The style of reasoning at work here originated with Galileo, according
to whom it was necessary to distance oneself from reality by a process of abstraction
in order to grasp that reality more fully.
With this we now see a truly innovative aspect of Poincare´’s work, namely, the
attribution of a new role to geometry and geometrical intuition in the study of
mathematical analysis. This resulted, however, from a quite traditional research
program; but how far did this innovation actually extend? Did it go so far as to
cause a hierarchical reversal in the relationship between geometry and analysis,
giving a primary role to geometry? The answer is certainly in the negative; the
central role of analysis was conserved, and even emphasized. The introduction of the
geometrical–qualitative method simply represented an extension of the operational
field of analysis and its explicative power; it did not imply that analysis was giving
way to geometry. From this point of view, Poincare´ once again favored the analytic
approach of Fourier over the algebraizing approach of Lagrange.19 The introduction
of these two different traditions of Fourier and Lagrange also provides a framework
19 The divergence between these two approaches and the connected traditions has been much studied
in the history of mathematics. See, for instance, chapter 4 (‘‘The Lagrangian Tradition in the Calculus’’)
and chapter 9 (‘‘Heat Theory and Fourier Analysis’’) of [36] as well as other chapters of this book
devoted to the main trends of mathematical physics. Concerning the ‘‘genetic’’ (or hierarchic) conception
of Lagrange, which derives geometry and mechanics from the theory of analytic functions expressed in
algebraic terms, see [71].
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within which to analyze the completely different dynamics of Italian mathematics
at the end of the 19th century.
3. THE PHILOSOPHY AND THE METHODOLOGY OF SCIENCE OF
FEDERIGO ENRIQUES IN THE CONTEXT OF ITALIAN
MATHEMATICS AT THE TURN OF THE CENTURY
In Italy in this period the Lagrangian tradition was much stronger than that of
Fourier and the idea of a hierarchy descending from algebra to geometry to analysis
and mechanics was still relevant. There can be no doubt that this state of affairs
was a consequence of the strong Lagrangian influence in mathematical schools in
the north of Italy (especially in Turin) as well as of the role played by Riemann’s
work in the formation of the Italian school of mathematics in the period following
the unification of Italy.20
The Italian conception of a hierarchical order from geometry down to mechanics,
although inspired by Lagrange, differed in its ordering from that of Lagrange
and led to an almost complete absence of experimental themes in the context of
mathematical physics in Italy. An analysis of these differences makes it possible to
understand the relationship between geometry and mechanics and, in particular,
between geometry and analysis in Italian mathematical thought. The latter relation-
ship, which reverses the classical physico-mathematical approach ‘‘a` la Fourier’’
and restores geometry to a position of supremacy,21 characterized the tradition of
Italian mathematics at the turn of the century.
It was through Federigo Enriques’s vision that geometry explicitly assumed the
role of a descriptive, explanatory framework for mechanical and physical phenom-
ena. His vision further shaped the program of the Italian school of geometry and
led it to diverge from a point of view like that of Levi-Civita,22 which belongs to
the classical vein of physico-mathematics, despite its evident sympathy with the
20 There is a lot of research work concerning this theme. See, for instance, the bibliography in [8];
see also [7].
21 In order to clarify our meaning, it is enough to remember the mostly open and favorable welcome
given to the ‘‘New Physics’’ (i.e., the theory of relativity and its strong geometrical approach) by Italian
mathematicians. It is symptomatic of this that such an attitude should be revealed not only by Tullio
Levi-Civita and Enriques, but also by a scientist like Vito Volterra, who was so close to Poincare´’s
reductionist paradigm.
22 Levi-Civita’s point of view was very ‘‘conservative,’’ as is suggested by the very title of the lecture
in which he specified the extent of his adherence to the new relativity principles: ‘‘Come potrebbe un
conservatore giungere alle soglie della nuova meccanica’’ [58]. Levi-Civita was nevertheless also inspired
by the algebraic-geometrical tradition of Lagrange, and tended to subordinate the mechanical-physical
viewpoint to the algebraic-geometrical one. For an example of this, see his treatment of the principles
of minimum action [59] and the discussion of this subject in [45]. This point of view allowed Levi-Civita
to be more open to an abstract, mathematical vision of space. In a way, Levi-Civita was won over by
relativity because he appreciated its more classical side, namely, its return to the mathematicizing
approach of physico-mathematics in the 18th century, and in particular to the scientific paradigm which
supports analytical mechanics, and which is aptly summarized by D’Alembert in his ‘‘Essaies sur les
e´le´ments de philosophie’’ of 1759 (Chatelain, Amsterdam) when he stated: ‘‘the more abstract science
is, the more true it is.’’
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Lagrangian approach. Enriques made a definite break both with the classical view-
point and with the notion of the supremacy of algebra.
We will attempt to shed some light on those aspects of Enriques’s ideas that are
most relevant to our analysis; we do not undertake to reconstruct a complete
overview of his ideas. In fact, his was not a system of organized thought, but
a coherent reorganizing of fundamental ideas within a fabric of considerations,
evaluations, opinions, and examples, a fabric in which it is indeed all too easy to
give prominence to contradictions and changes of attitude. The definitions and
philosophical categories that Enriques used are often vague and approximate: suffice
it to say that he gave the name critical positivism to his system of thought even
though positivism was one of the principal targets of his criticism. It would have
been clearer and more precise had he termed it a critique of positivism! Enriques
therefore faced the world of philosophical reflection with a mind unfettered by
any strict, systematic reference to the traditional categories and definitions of this
discipline. This attitude constitutes a point of both strength and weakness in his
system of thought. It is a weak point in that Enriques’s summaries of past and
contemporary philosophical systems are fraught with conceptual errors. It is a strong
point in that Enriques put forth his theories over and above any prejudgment or
traditional obstacle. Thus, he tackled the theme of the role of metaphysics in science
unafraid of being subjugated by the atmosphere of ‘‘shame’’ in which positivist
thought had surrounded it. His reexamination of the psychogenesis of the scientific
concept was equally unprejudiced and was one of the central themes of his thought.
Even Enriques’s interest in mathematics could be justified as part of a philosophi-
cal project. Enriques himself recalled how his interest in mathematics was due to
a ‘‘philosophical infection caught at school.’’23 His interest in science problems (and
geometry in particular) was never simply of a technical nature but was always
motivated by questions of ‘‘general culture’’ and lively reflection on the role of
scientific thought in human activity. His mathematical research was interwoven
with the intention of finding an answer to the great philosophical question on which
science is founded. It is, after all, impossible to separate Enriques, the philosopher
of science, from Enriques, the mathematician, without running the risk of failing
to understand both of them.24
Bearing in mind this inseparable interweaving, we now identify some of the
fundamental themes of Enriques’s philosophical–scientific thought, starting with
the characteristics of the method he followed in the specifically mathematical context
of algebraic geometry, an area in which he can undoubtedly be considered one of
the great masters of his time.
In Italy, geometrical research developed in a direction which synthesized the
intuitive approach characteristic of the school of Riemann with the tendency, wide-
23 ‘‘Matematico per vocazione filosofica (per una ‘‘infezione filosofica liceale,’’ egli disse una volta,
conversando con Giuseppe Scorza Dragoni), ritorno` dalla matematica ai ‘‘grandi sistemi metafisici,’’ ai
massimi problemi, scorgendo in essi, un germe, una sollecitazione proveniente dalla matematica’’ [61, III].
24 A very important tool in the analysis of Enriques’s thought is now [31].
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spread in many European countries, to free it from the calculational approach of
algebra. This geometry was no longer limited to the study of the analytical properties
of elementary curves which had so burdened Italian mathematical research before
the unification of Italy. It drew on the synthetic method of the Greeks and was
defined as ‘‘purist’’ in so far as it rejected the use of concepts and methods that
were not of a ‘‘purely’’ geometrical nature. It was expounded by Michel Chasles
and Erneste de Jonquie`res in France, August F. Mo¨bius, Jakob Steiner, and Karl
G. Ch. von Staudt in Germany, and George Salmon, Arthur Cayley, and James J.
Sylvester in Great Britain, and in Italy by Luigi Cremona. This synthetic line of
research ran counter to the trends of the time which could be called ‘‘preaxiomatic’’
and which developed, especially in Germany, around research in abstract algebra.
In fact, the new synthetic methods seemed to open up unexpectedly wide horizons
for development. In the Italian context, Cremona created a field of important
research around the application of birational transformations.25 Some of the most
outstanding results later ascribed to the so-called ‘‘Italian school of geometry’’ were
produced in this field.
However, after an initial period of enormous growth in the influence of the
school, the negative consequences of the ‘‘purist’’ slant began to emerge. On the
one hand, a certain fanatical hostility toward analysis soon led—as Volterra re-
called—to the division of Italian mathematics into two opposing camps. On the other
hand, fascination with the new methods ultimately aroused immoderate passion for
demonstrative technique for its own sake and led to the subordination of the
problems to the methods. Geometrical research appeared to be guided less and
less by a nucleus of fundamental problems recognized as such by the scientific
community, and more and more by personal, sometimes arbitrary, choices.
Enriques—who had been a student of Cremona for a short time—later described
in highly critical terms the degenerative aspects which the excesses of ‘‘purism’’
had produced during this early stage of the development of the Italian school
of geometry:
. . . la visio´n geome´trica de los entes alge´bricos atraı´a por su novedad, ya que los objetos de
estudio se presentaban cada vez ma´s abundantes y fa´ciles. Parecı´a como si al geo´metra se
abriese un mundo nuevo, en el que bastaba abrir la mano para recoger abundante cosecha de
descubrimientos, y donde la imaginacio´n, en triunfal carrera, abria siempre nuevas puertas
encantadas, como en un palacio construido por hadas. . . . Apenas los geo´metras vislumbraron
este mundo encantado, el anuncio de la tierra prometida atrajo ra´pidamente a los hombres
maravillados. Por todas partes se´ multiplicaron los geo´metras . . . a quella fue´ la e´poca en que,
segu´n decı´a graciosamente un compan˜ero y maestro mı´o, bastaba sembrar una alubia para ver
nacer un geo´metra. [25, 3]
As Corrado Segre had observed many years earlier in an important article that had
opened a new phase in Italian geometry [89],26 a clever form of geometry had been
25 Of fundamental importance to Luigi Cremona’s thought and activity are his letters, conserved in
the Department of Mathematics of the University of Rome ‘‘La Sapienza,’’ which are in the process
of being published [13; 14; 15]. See also [66; 68].
26 For an analysis of this article, see [67].
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created, in which imagination had no limits, and the problem itself was sometimes
actually created to get the method to work. Segre strongly maintained that it was
necessary to reestablish the centrality of problems as opposed to methods. The
work of the German school of Riemann and Klein—and the productive interrela-
tions between analytical problems and the geometric–intuitive approach on which
it was based—would lead the way to this reorientation.
In the specific field of algebraic geometry, Segre took up the study of the geometry
of algebraic curves a` la Riemann, which had been developed in an algebraic direction
by Alexander Brill and Max Noether.27 The idea that allowed Segre to use the
methods of synthetic and projective geometry in a new context that was not suffo-
cated by ‘‘purist’’ constraints was inspired by results of Noether and Felix Klein;
Segre reconstructed the results of Brill and Noether in the framework of hyperspatial
projective geometry using birational transformation to translate the invariant prop-
erties of a curve into the projective properties of a model of the curve. The results
he obtained opened up the possibility of developing analogous research within the
field of the theory of surfaces. Federigo Enriques and Guido Castelnuovo entered
the arena at precisely this crucial point in the research.
Federigo Enriques was born in Livorno in 1871, and after attending the Scuola
Normale Superiore and the University of Pisa, he graduated in mathematics in
1891. His mathematical training fell into two decisive periods: a year of specialization
in Rome at the end of 1892 and a short period in Turin with Corrado Segre.28 In
this second period, Enriques was certainly influenced by Segre, but although he
had had the opportunity to study under Cremona during his year in Rome, the
latter had inspired little enthusiasm in him. Nevertheless, both these brief experi-
ences were instrumental in awakening Enriques’s interest in geometrical research.
Together with Guido Castelnuovo, who was six years his senior, Enriques rapidly
assimilated the results obtained by the Italian school of geometry pertaining to
algebraic curves. He went on to explore the field of algebraic surfaces, gradually
constructing a broad, coherent theory of them.
Despite the fact that the methods of research adopted by Enriques and Castelnu-
ovo were somewhat personal, they shared some basic principles with both Corrado
Segre and the old ‘‘purist’’ school. Their position, and especially that of Enriques,
lay precisely in that no man’s land between acceptance of the anti-analytical attitude
typical of the ‘‘purist’’ school and criticism of the excesses of that attitude (already
developed by Corrado Segre). In fact, as we shall see in Section 5, Enriques was
closer to ‘‘purism’’ than his critical attitude suggested.
There is no doubt that the rediscovery of the synthetic method and the increase
in the role of geometrical intuition had occurred in reaction to certain excesses of
some followers of Weierstrassian analysis. According to Enriques,
. . . los analistas, con la vista fija en la estrella weierstrassiana, se complacı´an en manifestar que
era ya llegado el tiempo de librar al Ana´lisis de las falaces, o al menos extran˜as, intuiciones
27 See, for instance, [9].
28 For a biography of Enriques, see [51]. See also [10; 11; 12; 88].
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espaciales; transformar todo el edificio de la Matema´tica moderna en una teorı´a rigidamente
formalista, ajena al mundo externo, y suprimir todo dinamismo de conceptos, sostituyendo los
pseudopasos al infinito con cadenas de desigualdades, parecı´a ser la finalidad del Ana´lisis para
quienquera que tuviese idea de la dignidad lo´gica de la ciencia. [25, 2]
The critique of this 19th-century analysis became a critique of what was viewed as
the excessive abstraction of the formalist approach. The synthetic geometers seemed
to share the same hostility toward the ‘‘oppressive’’ predominance of the analysts.
The ‘‘purist’’ ideal, although not an exclusively Italian product, reached such ex-
tremes in Italy that Enriques described it in terms that make his critical attitude
quite apparent: ‘‘To improve the synthetic method to the point of rendering useless
any help coming from algebra, was, more or less explicitly, the aim of all geometers;
there was someone who arrived to affirm, strongly, that geometry ends when one
speaks of numbers’’ [25, 2]. In this way, Enriques distanced himself from the total
rejection of algebra intrinsic to the ‘‘purist’’ position. He held that, in criticizing
the excesses of the ‘‘analytical’’ point of view, one should not overlook that the main
tool of synthetic geometry was classical algebra. With Enriques and Castelnuovo,
Cremonian projective geometry truly became algebraic geometry thanks to this at-
titude.
Starting from a critique of the impasse to which ‘‘purism’’ had led, but without
forgetting that ‘‘purism’’ had brought geometrical intuition to the attention of
mathematicians, Enriques proposed a new balance between the synthetic and analyt-
ical approaches, a balance that clearly identified the role geometrical method would
have to play in the mathematical activity:
Le proprieta` analitiche delle terne di numeri (x, y, z) si rispecchieranno, sia nelle figure
dello spazio dove codeste terne vengano prese come coordinate dei loro elementi generatori
‘‘i punti,’’ sia nei sistemi di cerchi del piano, qualora gli stessi numeri vengano assunti come
coefficienti dell’equazione di un cerchio, ossia come coordinate di cerchi ecc. Ma l’analista che
cosı` ragiona ha in animo di ricondurre sistematicamente le difficolta` geometriche, inerenti allo
studio di varie specie di figure, al linguaggio universale dei calcoli. La comparazione diretta
di due ordini di proprieta` geometriche, o di due geometrie, unificate nella rappresentazione
analitica, conduce piu` avanti, invitando a tradurre una nell’altra diverse forme di intuizione.
[26, 138–139]
A ‘‘qualitative’’ conception of geometry and its applications characteristic of En-
riques’s thought and conceived in strict relation to his philosophical-scientific ideas
thus begins to emerge. Geometrical thought worked in concert with analysis and
while the worth of analysis was reaffirmed, in explicit divergence from the ‘‘purist’’
point of view, geometry nevertheless played the privileged, leading role. If the
fundamental tendency of modern science was, as Enriques claimed, the substitution
of thought for calculation—and Einstein’s theory of relativity, with its geometrical
vision of space, confirmed that this was precisely the progressive direction of sci-
ence—then there could be no doubt that geometry must play a central role in the
synthetic, qualitative development of science.
The limits of Enriques’s critique of ‘‘purism,’’ however, may be found not only
in the ideas he progressively acquired during his scientific and cultural career
but also in his personal inclination at a psychological level. Guido Castelnuovo’s
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description of the way in which his scientific collaboration with his future brother-
in-law was established points to these limiting factors:
Stavo per suggerirgli la lettura di libri e memorie, ma mi accorsi subito che non sarebbe
stata questa la via piu` conveniente. Federigo Enriques era un mediocre lettore. Nella pagina
che aveva sotto gli occhi egli non vedeva cio` che era scritto, ma quel che la sua mente vi
proiettava. Adottai quindi un altro metodo: la conversazione. Non gia` la conversazione davanti
a un tavolo col foglio e la penna, ma la conversazione peripatetica. Cominciarono allora quelle
interminabili passeggiate per le vie di Roma, durante le quali la geometria algebrica fu il tema
preferito dei nostri discorsi. [11, 3]
As this anecdote shows, Enriques had both a very accentuated personal inclination
to deal with problems in an intuitive or even approximate way and a decided dislike
of methodical and pedantic study. It also shows the role intuitive geometrical
thought played in his development; it shaped his scientific practice as well as his
epistemological system.
Regarding scientific practice, Enriques’s own description of his ‘‘intuitive method-
ology’’ is enlightening. He referred to the ‘‘principle of the possible infinite interpre-
tations of abstract geometry’’ [26, 138], an extension of the principle of geometrical
duality that allows the dual interpretation of a single, formal relationship. In this
case, it is possible to affirm how ‘‘from both non-Euclidean and hyperspatial geome-
tries there arises the general concept of abstract geometry that can be interpreted
in different ways’’ [26, 138]. For Enriques,
Nulla e` piu` fecondo che la moltiplicazione dei nostri poteri recata da codesto principio: pare
quasi che agli occhi mortali, con cui ci e` dato esaminare una figura sotto un certo rapporto,
si aggiungano mille occhi spirituali per contemplarne tante diverse trasfigurazioni; mentre
l’unita` dell’oggetto splende alla ragione cosı` arricchita, che ci fa passare con semplicita` dall’una
all’altra forma. Ma l’uso di un siffatto principio, per essere veramente fruttuoso, esige un
esercizio sicuro delle nostre facolta` logiche. [26, 140]
Although it may appear paradoxical, this statement reflected one of the keystones
of Enriques’s thought: the value of logic lies not so much in the deductive method
as in the logical rigor of intuition. Intuition allows us to determine many different
interpretations of the same algebro-geometric procedure, but the ‘‘rigorous’’ trans-
fer of a property from one interpretation to another rests on the activity of the in-
tellect.
The scientific practice to which such a vision leads was effectively illustrated by
Castelnuovo, with reference to the method followed by the two mathematicians in
their study of the theory of surfaces and their classification:
Avevamo costruito, in senso astratto s’intende, un gran numero di modelli di superficie del
nostro spazio o di spazi superiori; e questi modelli avevamo distribuito, per dir cosı`, in due
vetrine. Una conteneva le superficie regolari per le quali tutto procedeva come nel migliore
dei mondi possibili; l’analogia permetteva di trasportare ad esse le proprieta` piu` salienti delle
curve piane. Ma quando cercavamo di verificare queste proprieta` sulle superficie dell’altra
vetrina, le irregolari, cominciavano i guai e si presentavano eccezioni di ogni specie. Alla fine
lo studio assiduo dei nostri modelli ci aveva condotto a divinare alcune proprieta` che dovevano
sussistere, con modificazioni opportune, per le superficie di ambedue le vetrine; mettevamo
poi a cimento queste proprieta` con la costruzione di nuovi modelli. Se resistevano alla prova,
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ne cercavamo, ultima fase, la giustificazione logica. Col detto procedimento, che assomiglia a
quello tenuto nelle scienze sperimentali, siamo riusciti a stabilire alcuni caratteri distintivi tra
le famiglie di superficie. [10, 194]
Castelnuovo also insisted on the role of intuition in Enriques’s mathematical
thought. He referred to it as ‘‘the gift of intuition that has led him several times
to establish a result long before having a satisfactory proof of it. Intuition intervenes
especially when [Enriques] has recourse, as often happens, to the principle of
continuity, which helps to transport the property from one entity to entities close
to the first and then to all entities that stand with the first in the same continuous
system’’ [11, 5]. As Castelnuovo indicated, the principle of continuity played a
central role in Enriques’s thought. For Enriques, it was almost as if continuity were
the reflection of a metaphysical conception of the world of algebraic–geometrical
entities, and as if this world were ordered into a sort of ‘‘great chain.’’29
However, the ‘‘principle of infinite interpretations’’ and the ‘‘principle of continu-
ity’’ were not merely methodical principles at the heart of Enriques’s scientific
practice; they also reflected his philosophical and metaphysical views. As Fabio
Conforto noted, Enriques conceived the world of geometrical, algebraic objects
‘‘as existing per se, independent of and outside us, ruled by a supreme law that is
the law of continuity, mirroring the analyticity of the entities considered’’ [12, 231].
And Conforto went on to say:
Nel cercar di comprendere tale mondo non e` quindi tanto da prefiggersi un ideale di perfezione
logica; meno che mai e` da procedere assiomaticamente, partendo da postulati in qualche modo
in nostro arbitrio. . . . Il mondo algebrico esiste di per se´ e l’escludere da esso certi enti, perche´
ad esempio eccezionali, e` impossibile, perche´ contrastrerebbe alla legge di continuita`. Le
eccezioni debbono anzi essere accolte e spiegate al lume della continuita` stessa. Il capire
dunque il mondo algebrico non e` tanto una questione di corretta deduzione, quanto anzitutto
e sopratutto una questione di ‘‘vedere.’’ [12, 231]
Conforto, however, left the impression that Enriques united a Platonic type of vision
of mathematical objects (which is actually fairly widespread among mathematicians)
with a sort of experimental method applied to this world of ideal entities, thus
creating abstract models and tests of ‘‘reality’’ in the style of Galileo. In fact,
regarding the nature of the objects studied in mathematics, Enriques denied that
they have any purely objective quality as early as 1894–1895, when he dedicated
himself to the study of the foundations of geometry. He concluded that it was
necessary to adopt a psychological as well as a logical approach to this type of
study, investigating the sensations and experiences which led to the formulation of
geometrical axioms.
The problem of the psychogenesis of scientific concepts fascinated Enriques from
the earliest years of his activity. In 1896, he began the study of physiological
psychology and wrote to Castelnuovo telling him that he felt ‘‘enthusiasm [for this
research] that you will deem worthy of a greater cause, but it is certainly greater
29 This reference has distinctly Leibnizian overtones. On the notion of the ‘‘great chain of being’’ and
its connection with the principle of continuity, as laid down by Leibniz, see [64].
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than anything that I have ever felt for any other subject’’ [11, 8].30 It was precisely
this research that led to a famous reinterpretation of Klein’s Erlanger Programm,
included in an article in 1901 [22] and later reformulated in Problemi della scienza
[23]. Enriques classified geometries according to the physiological acquisition of
their fundamental concepts; topology, metric geometry, and projective geometry
thus became linked, respectively, to general tactile muscular sensations, special
touch sensations, and sight.31
It should be noted that, for Enriques, knowledge of the forms of the psychological
acquisition of scientific concepts was of at least equal importance to their verification
on the level of formal logic. The application of formal logic is thus but one, and
not even the most important, aspect of the formation of a mathematical or of a
general scientific theory. It is not the most important because it is restricted to the
aspect of verification, which is above all optional in that it refers to one particular
way of looking at scientific results. The very forms of intuition and reason by which
the mathematician arrives at discovery—the psychogenesis of scientific ideas—are
thus of primary importance.32
Enriques expressed this point of view—which constituted a total overturning of
the axiomatic approach—with great clarity in Problemi della scienza. For him,
formal logic lent itself to two possible routes: one offered a ‘‘deductive theory
following the model of arithmetic or geometry . . . that lays down calculations,
shortens and checks certain developments,’’ and the other provided a ‘‘study of
the process of thought that is directly reconstructed through its scientific products,
independent of any expression using words or signs’’ [23, 162–163]. Enriques contin-
ued that ‘‘with the traditional conception of grammatical logic, or more generally
symbolic [logic], we contrast that of a psychological logic, which in its rules and
signs is concerned not so much with written formulas as much as with unwritten
(and so unintelligible outside of psychological reflection) conventions and norms
which govern the modes of combination’’ [23, 163]. Only when logic was taken in
this sense was its role in the process of scientific knowledge not secondary. Neverthe-
less logic was subordinate to psychology:
Secondo il nostro punto di vista (rigorosamente formale) importa anzitutto correggere l’opini-
one che le norme logiche abbiano un valore a priori, rispetto al vero. . . . La Logica puo`
riguardarsi come un insieme di norme, le quali debbono osservarsi, se si vuole la coerenza del
pensiero. Ma cio` puo` anche essere espresso dicendo, che: fra i vari procedimenti mentali, se
ne distinguono alcuni, in cui vengono volontariamente soddisfatte certe condizioni di coerenza,
i quali si denominano appunti procedimenti logici. In questo senso la Logica puo` riguardarsi
come una parte della Psicologia. [23, 164]
30 See also [31].
31 On Enriques’s psychologism, see [44].
32 One can also understand how, from this point of view, a great deal of importance is attributed to
the history of science since it helps to reconstruct the genesis, and therefore the underlying significance
of ideas and scientific theories, more than any other discipline. Moreover, history shows that cognitive
processes occur thanks to the joint action of empiricism and rationalism. It is therefore useless to attempt
to lead science back to only one of these processes of knowledge.
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On the other hand, the nonlogical essence of geometrical concepts was, according
to Enriques, also revealed in its indissoluble relationship to empirical reality and,
especially, to physical reality. He observed that:
Soltanto la critica dei geometri non-euclidei ha messo in luce che i postulati geometrici non
rispondono affatto ad una necessita` logica o gnoseologica; anzi contengono una qualche verita`
contingente, che puo` essere fornita solo dall’esperienza. Senonche´ l’esperienza geometrica
pura non puo` essere concepita che per astrazione; in concreto ogni tentativo di saggiare le
proprieta` dello spazio mette in giuoco proprieta` meccaniche e fisiche, che colle proprieta`
geometriche dei corpi sono indissolubilmente congiunte. Questa osservazione porta che la
geometria, nel suo contenuto reale non possa isolarsi dalla scienza fisica, e si prolunghi natu-
ralmente nella meccanica. [30, 77]
The process of the psychological acquisition of a result not only was fundamental
to the constitution of a theory, but individualized the ideas contained in it and
defined their nature. A check based on formal logic was useful, if not actually
indispensable, but it was certainly not the only way to legitimize a theory. We have
seen, on the other hand, how Castelnuovo in [10, 194] has recourse only in the final
phase to the logical justification of the results gained.
The ‘‘experimental’’ process may also be sui generis, like the process Castelnuovo
is quoted earlier as describing, but it is central to the construction of a theory. For
Enriques, the use of ‘‘models,’’ ‘‘windows,’’ or ‘‘tests’’ was founded on the idea
that surfaces would be classified according to their genus and that such a classification
was justified by the principle of continuity. Thus, in the same way that abstract,
mathematical ‘‘models’’ in Galilean physics are ‘‘lenses’’ through which a scientist
observes and interprets a reality that never presents itself directly or immediately,
so a mathematician analyzes the objects of his theory through the lens of the
psychological construction that he makes of it. This then actually enters and becomes
an indissoluble part of the structure of the theory itself. For example, the purely
logical form of the axioms of metric geometry explains nothing. This geometry
results from a psychological process and therefore from the isolation of the metric
(or mechanical) properties that depend on the concepts of measurement, of equality
of figures, and of superimposition through motion.
For Italian algebraic geometry, which was inspired by Enriques’s ideas, acquiring
results by intuition did not reflect a defective, invalid, or provisional process awaiting
the ‘‘healing’’ intervention of formal logic. Intuition was the actual characterization
of geometrical thought and, more generally, of mathematical and scientific thought.
This is a very important point. Precisely by following such an unusual course, the
Italian school of algebraic geometry achieved great success. Its methods, however,
were not readily accepted by the scientific community due to the fact that the
processes involved in them lay outside the commonly adopted criteria of validation.
For this reason, but also owing to difficulty in understanding the philosophical
motivation of the school, the great blossoming of so-called ‘‘undemonstrated discov-
eries’’ has been explained in only the most obvious terms, both in the research
environment and in the (deplorably) rare allusions made to it in the history of
mathematics; the protagonists, those ‘‘privileged mortals’’ as Andre´ Weil has styled
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them [96, 313], have been said to have had a ‘‘peculiar mentality.’’ As we have shown,
rather than ‘‘peculiar,’’ this mentality grew naturally within a highly articulated
philosophical setting.
4. ENRIQUES AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF GEOMETRY TO
PHYSICS AND METAPHYSICS
The originality, if not the singularity, of Enriques’s thought has already been
mentioned, as have both his imperfect understanding of and the independence of
the philosophical systems of his day. These facts make it difficult to situate Enriques’s
strange blend of ‘‘ancient’’ and ‘‘modern’’ thought. His rejection of the axiomatic,
or any kind of abstract, approach had decidedly 19th-century connotations and
reflected a lack of understanding of a considerable number of mathematical results
of the time. At the same time, his sensitivity toward the themes of the new theoretical
physics was very ‘‘modern.’’ Enriques was one of the principal supporters of the
theory of relativity and contributed to spreading it through the Italian scientific
environment, combating the distrust of not a few of the mathematical physicists of
the time.
It is possible to understand the formation of this blend of ‘‘tradition’’ and ‘‘innova-
tion’’—this peculiar expression of the ‘‘essential tension’’—by identifying some
fundamental constants within Enriques’s thought. First and foremost among these
is the notion of a synthetic, unitarian approach and the consequent rejection of any
type of dualism. With regard to this, Enriques’s interpretation of the term ‘‘critical
positivism,’’ as he named his system of thought, is significant. Enriques agreed with
the positivists, and in particular with Auguste Comte, on the existence of ‘‘a core
of scientific truths represented by the invariable relations of concomitance and
succession of phenomena’’ [32, 434] or, at least, on the ‘‘attempt at determining
some kind of agreement in a rigorous selection of the forms of knowledge deserving
the characteristics of objectivity’’ [23, 45]. However, he disagreed about the preva-
lence of the empirical factor in the process of knowledge, a stance which he viewed
as characteristic of positivism. Yet he also rejected the idea of the prevalence
of the purely rational factor. In fact, neither of these factors accounted for the
‘‘representations of knowledge and of the metaphysics deriving from them’’ [23,
46]. ‘‘The hypotheses and the representations of imagination lead beyond positive
science’’ [30, 70]. The positivistic and rationalistic conceptions could be rejected
only in the context of a psychologistic approach.
Enriques did not conceal ‘‘the profound differences’’ dividing his thought ‘‘from
what goes by the name of positivism,’’ but he declared his wish to define his thought
as both positive and critical at the same time. He wanted to reinterpret ‘‘more
clearly and more scientifically’’ the speculative directions that had inspired him
initially (that is, both the positivist and critical directions). Moreover, and this is
crucial, he sought ‘‘to reconcile [them] without any eclectic transaction’’ [23, iv].
Thus, a ‘‘reconciliation’’ and ‘‘synthesis’’ were possible, although independent of
any eclectic compromise. This is the key to understanding Enriques’s thought: the
attempt to perform a synthesis of opposites, to overcome any form of dualistic
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alternative, can be found time and time again in his writing. It constituted not only
a rejection of the contrast between positivism and Kantianism in the philosophy
of science but also a rejection of any crystallization of the opposition between
a subjectivist and an objectivist approach. The positivism-Kantianism dualism is
represented in what he called the opposition between empiricism and nativism.
This was a fundamental aspect of his thought because this contrast could, in his
view, be overcome using his psychologistic approach. Even the materialism–idealism
dualism could, according to Enriques, be overcome by means of a more mature
synthesis that reestablished the subjectivist approach together with its objectivist
counterpart.
On the question of reductionism and the conflict symbolized by the opposition
between Fourier and Jacobi,33 Enriques did not support Jacobi (he continually
warned against leaving scientific research to the mercy of individual will), but he
supported Fourier even less. This was because of not only Enriques’s preoccupation
with subjecting science to applications but also his hostility toward the ‘‘antihistori-
cal’’ ideal of classical physico-mathematical reductionism. Enriques expressed exas-
peration with dogmatic objectivism which denies any role for the ‘‘activity of the
spirit’’ and saw this sort of objectivism in ‘‘Laplace’s mathematical ideal which
would like to have a representation of total reality sub specie aeternitatis in the
equations of the Universe, from which, after overcoming the difficulties of integra-
tion, any given event could be predicted’’ [28, 130]. The critique of reductionism
and of a strictly objectivist or quantitative approach to classical physico-mathemat-
ics—which we could characterize as being as anomalous as it is courageous—is
certainly one of the most modern and original aspects of Enriques’s thought. Yet
he also presented a reevaluation of the role of metaphysics in so far as it is closely
linked to the psychological representation of objects of scientific knowledge.
Enriques fundamentally adhered to a synthetic, qualitative point of view—
accompanied by controversy about the dogmatism of an analytical, quantitative,
objectivist approach. He further held that the psychological analysis of the genesis of
scientific concepts could revitalize empiricism, which had been defeated by Kantian
criticism. This brings us back to the theme of the controversy about Kantianism
and its followers such as Poincare´, whom Enriques accused of being a supporter
of a ‘‘nominalist’’ point of view.
Enriques rejected the idea that geometrical propositions are purely a system of
‘‘conventions’’ and therefore a system of ‘‘names.’’ In his view, ‘‘the fact that
geometrical propositions are theoretically expressed by relationships between con-
cepts, which in their accepted mathematical meaning are considered symbols, does
not suffice to confer upon them a conventional arbitrariness with respect to the
33 This conflict was mentioned in a famous letter from Jacobi to Legendre in 1830, contained in
C. G. J. Jacobi, Gesammelte Werke, vol. I, (Berlin: Reimer, 1881), p. 454: ‘‘It is true that Fourier is of
the opinion that the principal object of mathematics is the public utility and the explanation of natural
phenomena; but a scientist like him ought to know that the unique object of science is the honor of
the human spirit and on this basis a question of [the theory of] numbers is worth as much as a question
concerning the planetary system.’’
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physical world’’ [28, 263–264]. Such a point of view led, as in Kantian philosophy,
to the denial that a real object corresponding to the word ‘‘space’’ exists and was
opposed to the realism of spatial relations. One of Enriques’s principal reproaches
against 19th-century science was that, especially under the influence of positivism,
it flaunted its rejection of the problems posed by metaphysics and thus suffered
from complete and utter ‘‘cowardice of spirit’’ [23, 6]. According to Enriques, there
were no insoluble problems in science, only problems that had not yet been correctly
formulated; there was no necessarily ‘‘unknowable’’ reality, only an infinite series
of objects all accessible to scientific thought. In the sense of this ‘‘unknowable,’’
Enriques also leveled criticism against Kant’s ‘‘agnosticism’’ and ‘‘scepticism,’’ and
in particular against the developments of ‘‘post-Kantian wild speculation’’ [23,
32–33]. The infinite nature of this series, and therefore the inextinguishability of
knowledge in finite time, created the false illusion of the impossibility of knowledge
of reality. This was precisely the crucial point of the lively discussion between
Enriques and the neo-idealists, Benedetto Croce and Giovanni Gentile, whom he
accused of denying the historical progress of knowledge. For them, knowledge must
be absolute, whereas Enriques defended ‘‘a wider concept of philosophy as a form
of activity that is implicated in every form of thought’’ [24, 258].34
A ‘‘theory of knowledge,’’ geared toward a reconciliation of subjectivity and
objectivity and toward a superseding of the limits of agnosticism, also allowed for
a reevaluation of the ‘‘old metaphysics’’ [23, 46]. According to Enriques, positivism
erred in condemning metaphysics for having as its aim knowledge of the (unknow-
able) absolute. However, the absolute, reaffirmed Enriques, is not unknowable; it
is simply a symbol deprived of meaning. Positivism thus conceded too much to
metaphysics. On the other hand, positivism conceded too little to metaphysics
claiming that metaphysics only constructs meaningless symbols and does not even
manage to convey its object through images of concrete value. Ontological systems
create beings that, even if they are ‘‘different from concrete objects,’’ are ‘‘images
of real things’’ [23, 47]. Finally, Enriques observed that ‘‘an ontology is a subjective
representation of reality, a model shaped by the human spirit, the elements of
which, considered as real objects, come combined in such a way as to account for
a certain category of knowledge, according to a certain point of view that arbitrarily
takes itself [to be] universal’’ [23, 47–48]. Therefore, even if a critique of metaphysi-
cal systems is easy—almost to the point of being too easy—these systems contain
‘‘a system of images, a model that can be adapted, sometimes conveniently, to some
orders of real facts, and that may in any case, by promoting new associations, prove
useful to the development of science’’ [23, 49]. Enriques attributed the role of
psychological representations to metaphysical constructions. He not only showed
a wider vision of the ways of acquiring scientific knowledge, which included certain
modelling forms, typical of so-called ‘‘metaphysical’’ thought, but he also placed
the analysis of the psychogenesis of scientific concepts at the center of scientific
34 The discussion was taken up again in [27, 31], where the author observes: ‘‘i nuovi idealisti [ritengono]
ogni forma di studio della natura come una maniera di attivita` pratica, indifferente al pensiero.’’
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knowledge. Psychological representation was the nucleus of the new positive gno-
seology Enriques intended to give to scientific epistemology. The latter, in his view,
consisted precisely of the psychological genesis of scientific concepts.
Central to Enriques’s gnoseology was the redefinition of the concept of ‘‘fact’’
which he linked to the mathematical notion of ‘‘invariant.’’ In his words, Enriques’s
‘‘definition of real was different from Mach’s,’’ because the concept of real did not
lie in ‘‘sensation’’ but in ‘‘sensation associated with certain voluntary acts’’ [23, 87].
‘‘The hypotheses, to which the interpretation of experience is bound, constitute a
voluntary premise to more general, invariant connections’’ [30, 69]. If invariable
aspects were revealed in all associations between our voluntary acts and their
corresponding sensations, these invariant aspects constituted a ‘‘real’’ fact. There-
fore, ‘‘real’’ was defined as an ‘‘invariant of the correspondence between acts of
will and sensation’’ [30, 69]. Consequently, there was no difference in principle
between a ‘‘real fact’’ and a ‘‘scientific fact.’’ Similarly, scientific knowledge was
merely a more elaborate form of ordinary knowledge, in that it used processes of
abstraction to transform raw facts into concepts. If concepts were abstractions, then
the logician, by an act of will, would isolate several invariants on which the deductive
process acted. However, for logic to have any objective value, nature would have
to offer analogous invariants. Once again, only the psychological analysis of the
genesis of scientific concepts could establish this.
It is therefore possible to understand not only why Enriques considered an
axiomatic approach meaningless but also, paradoxically, why he found Poincare´’s
approach highly dubious. The latter attempted to preserve an intuitionist vision of
geometry from the assault of Hilbertian formalism; that was precisely wherein his
conventionalism lay. Enriques saw this philosophy of science as a negative extreme
produced by Kantian critique.
It is quite true, Enriques stated, that the axioms of geometry have an arbitrary
appearance, but it is nonetheless true that, in choosing them, intuition ‘‘carries out
a choice, by constructing the representation of a psychologically defined space’’
[23, 300]. Even here, it was necessary to overcome the alternative between nativism
(which, based on Kant’s ideas, united the intuition of spatial relationships with
the anatomical–physical–psychological structure of man) and empiricism (which
reduced intuition to the sum of perceived knowledge). Reconciliation occurred in
the attempt to ‘‘explain spatial intuition as a psychological development of sensa-
tions, in which the structure of the subject is taken into account’’ [23, 300].
5. THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN GEOMETRY AND ANALYSIS AND
THE ROLE OF QUALITATIVE ANALYSIS
In an article written in 1920 from which we have already quoted [25], Enriques
argued for a synthesis between analysis and geometry. He stressed that Italian
mathematicians were no longer ‘‘purists’’ in geometry but were, in fact, open to
the conquests of analysis. The uneasy equilibrium in Enriques’s thought between
a beckoning towards a synthetic, ‘‘purist’’ approach and a critique of that very
‘‘purism’’ has already been mentioned. In fact, we have also stressed how, in particu-
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lar, these passages read like a repetition of observations made by Corrado Segre
about the need for a stricter, less conflicting relationship between geometry and
analysis.35 It is indeed quite true that Enriques, while criticizing ‘‘purist’’ excesses,
proposed a new, harmonious agreement between geometry and analysis. However,
we must not be taken in by this. The agreement which he outlined, under the
influence of an insuppressible preference for a synthetic approach, was one in which
geometry got the lion’s share, so to speak. Geometers turned toward analysis with
an open mind, only to discover that it had become ‘‘qualitative’’ and that even
there, ‘‘thought has been substituted for calculation’’ [25, 6]. Where there was
supremacy of thought, there was geometry. The emergence of geometrical thought
means the replacement of calculation with thought. Enriques argued that ‘‘[i]t is
necessary . . . to explain what, in my opinion, constitutes the meaning and value of this
qualitative analysis’’ [25, 7]. For him qualitative analysis was that ‘‘which geometry
recognizes to be the actual object of its particular interest, and to be the fairly
adequate ground for the naturalness of its ingenuity’’ [25, 7].
Qualitative analysis was therefore the geometer’s main object of interest. One
must thus overcome extreme ‘‘purism,’’ since it tended to separate geometry from
analysis. It was, however, also opportune to preserve the core of the ‘‘purist’’
program, and thus the synthetic, qualitative method, which must in fact offer itself
as a method for the whole of mathematics. What Enriques, not without considerable
effort, drew from a historical analysis of mathematical tendencies and from Rie-
mann’s teaching was that a great turning-point had been reached. There had been
a move towards a qualitative approach, the key notion of which was precisely
that calculation could be replaced with thought. In his opinion, this tendency was
confirmed by the revolutionary developments in physics as it marched on toward
the definitive superseding of the old, quantitative reductionism of Fourier and
Poincare´. Physics was demonstrating, through Einstein’s theory of relativity—
founded entirely on ‘‘global,’’ ‘‘synthetic’’ concepts and Riemannian geometrical
vision—its need for a new kind of mathematics that no longer centered on the
primacy of differential equations (and therefore of a quantitative approach). Thus,
Enriques proposed a new, sophisticated form of hegemony of geometry over analy-
sis, a hegemony that was to be translated into facts and that would have concrete
consequences for the development of Italian mathematics.
‘‘Proof’’ of the fact that geometry now encompassed the other branches of mathe-
matics began, according to Enriques, with an examination of the theory of algebraic
equations. ‘‘It is in the field of the qualitative theory of equations that, naturally,
the geometer will find a congenial area of study. He will easily discover that his
methods and his intuitions allow him to render important services in this field. This
statement does not need to be proved’’ [25, 8].
Apart from the theory of algebraic equations, many other themes can be subjected
to geometrical reelaboration, for example, the theory of Abelian integrals:
Picard . . . ha tenido la idea genial de introducir la consideracio´n da las integrales de diferenci-
35 See [67; 89].
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ales totales, que se ha visto es de mayor fecundidad. El enlace de las teorı´as de Picard con
las de la escuela italiana se ha iniciado hacia 1903, sobre todo por obra de Severi, llega´ndose
a reconocer que la existencia de las integrales de primera especie de Picard pertenecientes a
una superficie depende de la diferencia entre el ge´nero geome´trico y el nu´merico, y lo que es
ma´s, que el numero de las integrales linealmente independientes es precisamente igual a esta
diferencia (Enriques, Severi y Castelnuovo). Este resultado llego´ a interesar especialmente a
Poincare´, que nos dedico´ unas de sus u´ltimas Memorias. [25, 11]36
In fact, Italian geometers had contributed important results to this field, which
allows a geometrical interpretation in terms of homographic transformations. In
particular, Severi had produced a great deal of work on Picard’s integrals from
1904 onwards. Moreover, this effectively concerned a subject closely linked to that
of algebraic surfaces.
Yet even in the field of equations in more than one variable, a geometrical
translation of the problems can be presented in an immediate way, according to
Enriques, since such equations express objects that belong to geometry (curves,
surfaces, etc.):
El geo´metra de nuestros dias identifica, en efecto, la teoria de los entes arriba nombrados
con la teoria de las funciones alge´bricas, que constituye, como es sabido, la rama de la teoria
des funciones analı´ticas enque la determinacio´n cualitativa adquiere al maximo significado.
Por esto, los geo´metras modernos se inclinan cada vez ma´s a identificar la propia orientacio´n
de sus estudios con la fundada por Riemann, el pensador que parece haber ejercido influencia
ma´s honda en la Matema´tica del siglo XIX. [25, 9]
More generally, Enriques believed in seizing upon a tendency in the developments
of analysis which, following Lie’s research, would actually cause ‘‘the whole theory
of the integration of differential equations to fall upon the field of geometrical
activity’’ [25, 11] in an even more direct way than in the case of Abelian integrals. As
Enriques noted ‘‘the integration of partial differential equations has been strongly
stimulated by the methods of differential geometry, of which Luigi Bianchi is today
the grand master’’ [25, 12].37
The consequences of this viewpoint should be stressed at the philosophical level—
relative, in particular, to the relationship between geometry, analysis, and phys-
ics—as well as at the mathematical level of the formulation of a concrete research
program. Regarding the philosophical and epistemological aspects of his stance,
Enriques specified that
Las consideraciones y ejemplos que preceden me parecen suficientes para demostrar cuanto
he afirmado al principio: que la actividad del geo´metra puede hoy desarrollarse y, efectivamente,
se desarrolla, en cualquier campo del Ana´lisis matema´tico; que, en una palabra, no existe
diversidad de objetos que separe el Ana´lisis y la Geometria, sino una diferencia de espiritu,
36 The note by Poincare´ to which Enriques referred is [81]. In this note, Poincare´ quoted the results
of Enriques, Severi, and Castelnuovo (although no work exists bearing the three names together), with
the intention of demonstrating them again from a purely transcendental point of view.
37 Luigi Bianchi (1856–1928), by applying his theory of transformations, considered a geometrical
manifold with certain properties defined by differential equations that could not be integrated, and
succeeded in deducing from it new manifolds having the same properties. See [33].
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debida no so´lo a la tradicio´n historica, sino ma´s bien a la diversa mentalidad de dos tipos de
matema´ticos. [25, 14]
On the contrary, according to Enriques, qualitative analysis attracts geometrical
minds and is most suitable in the context of applications to physics, ‘‘out of which
arises the importance of mathematics’’ [25, 15]. Those who contrast the analytical
(quantitative) point of view with the geometrical (qualitative) point of view ‘‘often
appeal to a remote interest in physics as a pretext to justify the development of
purely analytical doctrines,’’ whereas, for Enriques, ‘‘a strictly analytical mentality
cannot come closer to a fruitful understanding of the physics problems than a
geometrical mentality’’ [25, 16].
This approach hinges on the idea that analysis can integrate the equations of
mathematical physics. However, ‘‘only a slight knowledge of the history of theoreti-
cal physics is needed in order to recognize that the great progress of science has
never been made in accordance with this program’’ [25, 16]:
. . . me parece muy otro el verdarero intere´s de la Fisica teo´rica, que es al fin—como la
Geometrı´a—una construccio´n sinte´tica del piensamiento con la cual se quiere tambie´n abrazar,
en una visio´n unificada, un mundo de relaciones imaginadas, y que, por lo tanto, aparece
este´rilmente vacı´a y abstracta, si—dejando apa´rte toda explicacio´n intuitiva de los feno´-
menos—se reduce a una pura descripcio´n de sus relaciones cuantitativas. . . . El matema´tico
no debe aportar a la Fisica solamente me´todos de ca`lculo para determinaciones cuantitativas
necesarias, sino tambie´n su espiritu constructivo. . . . Desde este punto de vista, la mentalidad
del geo´metra se revela apta para la comprensio´n y critica de las teorias fisicas, bastante ma´s
au´n que la mentalidad estrictamente analitica. [25, 16]
Moreover, the fruitful meeting between geometry and physics in the field of qualita-
tive analysis can, according to Enriques, eliminate the negative effects of quantitative
analysis, which, by imposing its formal, logical criteria, has contributed to a form
of scientific conventionalism and philosophical pragmatism that has diminished the
value of science.
It must be pointed out that the various statements quoted above, are not merely
‘‘provocations’’ enlivening a more general article on Enriques’s part. They are
actually profound convictions which were later to have significant consequences in
an Italian context. As noted above, Enriques’s geometrical point of view concerning
differential equations opened up a line of research in Italy that ultimately proved
singularly unproductive.
The geometrical translation of the problems involved in solving differential equa-
tions started with the theory of linear homogenous equations of E´mile Picard
and Erneste Vessiot,38 based on the introduction of a continuous group of linear
transformations on the integrals of a differential equation. Such transformations
were represented by the homographic transformations of a continuous group in
Sn21, where Sn21 was the symmetrical group of the order n 2 1 (if the equation is
of order n). The integrability of the equation depended on the integrability of this
group. Lie specified this result in the sense that the homographic transformations
38 See, for example, [72; 73; 94].
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of the group must leave at least one point of Sn21 fixed, a straight line passing
through this point and a plane passing through this straight line, and so on (see
[60, 262]). In 1896, Enriques had used Picard and Vessiot’s theory to determine
linear, nonintegrable equations of the third and fourth orders, which, however,
become integrable when one particular generic integral is known. At the beginning
of his work based exclusively on geometrical considerations of the relative group
of homographic transformations, Enriques remarked that ‘‘[i]t is known that Picard
and Vessiot established a theory of (homogeneous) linear differential equations
entirely analogous to Galois’s theory of algebraic equations . . .’’ [21, 257]. This
analogy actually comes down to Abelian differential equations and was later ex-
plored fully by Lie. However, as early as 1872 Lie had embraced a more analytical
approach in his collaboration with Adolph Mayer. Max Noether also cautioned
in his commentary on Lie’s work against harboring any illusion of completely
geometrizing the theory of differential equations:
Hierbei mo¨ge aber nicht vergessen werden, dass, wenn die Analogie mit Lagrange-Abel eine
vollsta¨ndige ist, die zu Galois nicht vo¨llig durchgreift: so giebt es auf Quadratur zuru¨ckfu¨hrbare
Differentialgleichungen . . . , fu¨r welche keine Gruppeneigenschaft als der massgebende innere
Grund der Reduction vorhanden ist, wa¨hrend doch die Galois’sche Theorie auch bei den
speciellsten algebraischen Gleichungen durchschlagend bleibt. Lie pflegte solche Gleichungen
als ‘‘auf ausfu¨hrbare Operationen fu¨hrende’’ oder als ‘‘triviale’’ einfach bei Seite zu lassen.
[70, 35]
And he reemphasized ‘‘[i]t is thus certain that these [ideas] cannot contain the key
to all investigation [of these matters] . . .’’ [70, 40].
Enriques later moderated his views, admitting that the path to dealing with
differential equations geometrically had almost been abandoned because of the
inherent difficulties in it. Yet, he still maintained that ‘‘[t]hey still remain powerful
cultivators who do not relax in their attempts on the most difficult questions that
the genius of Sophus Lie has bequeathed us. In the Italian school, Ugo Amaldi has
gone the farthest down this path’’ [25, 12].39 So, as late as 1920, Enriques refused
to give up his ideas for studying differential equations in the wake of Lie’s methods.
Enriques attempted to minimize the impact of Lie’s change of direction by referring
to one of Klein’s assertions. In his words, Klein had maintained that Lie’s new
analytical orientation was dictated solely by the need to make it more popular
among mathematicians and was not intended to damage its essentially geometrical
nature [25, 12].
There therefore appears to be no doubt that in 1920 Enriques continued to
stand firmly by his idea of the geometrization of analysis (especially the theory of
differential equations), without really taking into account the objections raised
against such a program or the difficulties involved in implementing it. Moreover,
despite Enriques’s reference to Amaldi’s work as a concrete attempt to realize the
39 Ugo Amaldi (1875–1957) was a student and collaborator of Enriques. He was mostly involved with
the theory of continuous groups of transformations which were connected to Lie’s transformations. See
[95]. See also the note below.
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envisioned geometrization, it actually was not. Amaldi tended to expand on Lie’s
work, in the sense that he determined all continuous transformation groups, both
finite and infinite, for the groups S3 and S4.40 He did not, however, contribute
anything else of significance to the theory of differential equations.
The Italian mathematician who did continue research in this direction was
Alessandro Terracini.41 Especially during the second half of his career, he worked
on the resolution of differential equations in the projective field, publishing
various papers after 1941. He began with a geometrical interpretation of the
characteristics of a first order differential equation obtained by representing the
surface elements of the first order on a quadric surface of S5. He then extended
the result by analogy to partial derivatives of the second order, and studied
systems of the integral curves of ordinary differential equations of the third
order.42 However, even his research remained somewhat isolated. According to
Enrico Bompiani in his preface to Terracini’s works [92], ‘‘[t]he projective theory
of (ordinary and partial) differential equations to which Terracini made essential
contributions is largely forgotten today, I believe, because of the lack of a
written organic exposition. I believe that this publication will serve to rekindle
interest in these questions, which have a strong geometrical flavor’’ [92, iv]. It
was Bompiani43 himself who tried to follow in Enriques’s footsteps, perhaps in
an attempt to blaze new trails for the Italian school of algebraic geometry,
which was by then in obvious decline. At various stages of his research, he
focused on reexamining classical problems of analysis from a projective/differential
angle. For example, he introduced geometrical methods into the study of ordinary
and homogeneous differential equations and extended some of Terracini’s results,
gradually arriving at the construction of a projective geometrical theory of
differential elements. Like Terracini, he interpreted the equations for linear
and homogeneous partial derivatives on hyperspatial models, and determined
properties of the groups of integrals of the equations themselves [6]. He also
studied Laplace’s equation and obtained results that had either been analytically
translated by others already, or that would be in the future (see, for example,
[5]). Bompiani was the last to follow this path, however. The research tendencies
toward concrete presentations simply confirmed the impossibility of Enriques’s
40 The most important results on the subject were taken up in [1]. In treating the problem of groups
of transformations that leave invariant some curvilinear integrals, Amaldi sought to integrate Lie’s
research with E´lie Cartan’s work on Pfaffian integrals.
41 Alessandro Terracini (1889–1968) worked predominantly in Turin (where he was professor of
analytical geometry) in the field of differential geometry. Because of racial laws, he moved to the
University of Tucuma`n (Argentina) in 1938–1948. During that period, he dedicated himself to the
‘‘geometry of differential equations.’’ At the end of his career, he was president of the Unione matematica
italiana. See his autobiography in [91] and [93].
42 Most of the work done on this subject was published in Argentinian journals. An Italian summary
can be found in [90].
43 The relationships that Enrico Bompiani (1889–1975) had with the Turin school of geometry led
him to a study of projective differential geometry carried out in light of its application to the theory of
partial differential equations. For a biography of Bompiani, see [43].
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line of research. The limits of ‘‘purism’’ that Enriques had been so quick to
criticize weighed perhaps too heavily for his methods to succeed.
6. FINAL OBSERVATIONS
The ‘‘essential tension’’ between ‘‘tradition’’ and ‘‘innovation’’ relative to qualita-
tive analysis can thus be seen in the philosophy and scientific practice of both
Poincare´ and Enriques. In principle, the simultaneous consideration of two scientists
throws into relief their respective viewpoints and approaches and shows them as
so diverse as to seem unjustifiably, or at least incongruously, juxtaposed. However,
their common interests suggest this juxtaposition and prompt a comparison of their
approaches. Both scientists dealt with qualitative analysis in a central way, yet
qualitative analysis assumed radically different meanings in their respective scien-
tific thought.
For Poincare´, qualitative analysis was a necessary complement to quantitative
analysis. He operated within a paradigm centered on the idea that the fundamental
aim of analysis was the integration of the equations of mathematical physics. It was
precisely this idea that prompted Enriques to say that it was enough to have only
‘‘a little knowledge of the history of theoretical physics to recognize that great
scientific progress has never been made as far as this program is concerned’’ [25,
16]. Yet Poincare´ was well aware that it was impossible to pursue this program too
rigidly. In accordance with his scientific paradigm, Poincare´ viewed qualitative
analysis as a means for preserving the nucleus of the classical reductionist program,
even though it meant ‘‘bending the rules’’ somewhat. The geometrical approach
implicit in qualitative analysis therefore remained strictly subordinate to the analyti-
cal approach, which indicates the principal purpose of the research. By maintaining
the framework of a ‘‘traditional’’ vision so steadfastly, Poincare´ introduced ‘‘innova-
tive’’ elements, the far-reaching effects of which were not appreciated in his lifetime.
Only later did they become instrumental in reviving mathematical analysis, and
then in a greatly changed context.
The situation is practically reversed in Enriques’s case. To his mind, qualitative
analysis represented the affirmation of a synthetic, geometrical vision that would
supplant the analytical/quantitative conception characteristic of 19th-century mathe-
matics and mathematical physics. In light of the developments of the new physics,
and in particular the theory of relativity, Enriques’s point of view appears very
‘‘innovative.’’ It contains, however, a ‘‘purist’’ nucleus marked by an anti-algebraic,
anti-analytical attitude that was unlikely to take root in the climate of 20th-century
mathematical research problems. This resulted in the fact that, outside algebraic
geometry, and especially in the field of mathematical analysis, the research program
stemming from Enriques’s ideas turned out to be an utter failure.
The situation, therefore, is also reversed in the evaluation of the future potential
of the two visions of qualitative analysis. Poincare´’s point of view showed itself to
be fruitful in the long run, despite its rigidly classical frame, while the ‘‘modern
shell’’ of Enriques’s position could not conceal for long programmatic contents that
were somewhat sterile at the level of mathematical research. From a philosophical
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point of view, however, the assessment of relative success is quite different. While
the 20th century has not witnessed developments that call into question the future
of the scientific, reductionist paradigm (even in Poincare´’s ‘‘elastic’’ version), the
growing attention on the modelistic approach has increased the relevance of, and
interest in, Enriques’s philosophical position. This entails a reevaluation of meta-
physics as a system of images and mental models for scientific research.
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